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RECESSION
CITATION FOR HONORARY DEGREE

KARAN YVONNE DYSON
Vice President, Global Grooming Process and Engineering, Procter & Gamble
Doctor of Commercial Science

Karan Dyson, accomplished engineering professional, trailblazing executive and champion extender of opportunity, we are proud to confer upon you today the honorary degree Doctor of Commercial Science.

Your values-led leadership refuses to be siloed. At Procter & Gamble, you have worn many impressive hats, leading global engineering, R&D and manufacturing organizations across Grooming, Baby Care, Fabric and Home Care, Engineering, Oral Care and Family Care. Reaching back to offer a hand up, you’ve personally recruited scores of students into full-time and summer intern positions across P&G. The doors you’ve opened promise to boost the trajectory of countless young professionals and their families. Your impact will be measured not in years but across generations.

As a board member for the Girl Scouts of Eastern Massachusetts and strong supporter and member of the Society of Women Engineers, you have been a powerful advocate for girls and women in STEM. At Bentley we honor and share your emphasis on extending opportunity and using business for good.

Your commitment to inspiring the next generation has rightfully earned you your emphasis on extending opportunity and using business for good.

Today we offer our deep admiration for all that you have accomplished in the field of engineering, at P&G and in your continued commitment to lifting up, inspiring and empowering the next generation.

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and by the Bentley University Board of Trustees, we confer upon you, Karan Yvonne Dyson, the degree of Doctor of Commercial Science, honoris causa. We hold it both a pleasure and an honor to do so.

E. LaBrent Chrste, PhD
President

J. Paul Condrin III ’83, P ’19 ’22
Chair of the Board of Trustees

DEGREE RECIPIENTS AND CANDIDATES

The listing of names and degrees to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of Bentley University. This listing includes potential candidates for graduation and is not an official list of graduates. Awarding of degrees is contingent upon certification by the Registrar pending receipt of final grades.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ACCOUNTING
Kelly Anne McKenna
Timothy Potsaid
Alexander J. Tighe

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN BUSINESS
Peter Imbriale §
Barry Scudder Varys
Ying Wang §

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Michael Anthony Baldwin §§
Juliana Balladares §
Georgia Bambach
Steven R. Baturin
Kelly Elise Bolen §
Sarah Michelle Brown §§
Brandon Lee Burns
Henry Butterfeld §§
Danielle Carter §§
Yuexi Chen
Nok Wan Chu §§
John Anthony Cortizas
Corinna Isabel Curtis §§
Eric Robert DeMayo §§
Andrew C. Desantis §§
Carolyn Patricia Dye -
Nicholas Frank Faber §
Elisandra Andrade Fontes –
Michael Charles Ford §
Jose Antonio Foronda §§
Michael Friede §§
Songle Fu §§
Zhen Fu
David Tzach Gozali –
Emily Elizabeth Hartson –
Mohammed Ibnul Hasan
Benjamin Ronald Hellen
Esther Virginia Hugenberger
Aidan Ignatius –
Leo Jepsen
Timothy Michael Kelly §§
Amy Genevieve Kneuven
Yuxi Kuang §§
Nathan James Kummu
Lauren Alexis LeBlanc
Alyssa Carrie Ligotti
Matthew Joseph Lorkiewicz
Allison M. Luca
Davin C. Lui –
Madison Taylor Marcou –
Ryan Peter McBride
Emmett McNamara –
Dionne R. Moise –
Leticia Namanda
Anet Nambi Nantongo
Andres Navarro §
Olivia Elizabeth Nealon
Ryan Nebus –
Michelle Nguyen
Hailey Lyn Nicolau §§
Bolaji Oluwatimi Osedahunsi –
Olivia Susan Petersen –
Sartura San Piper §
Jai A. Pruthi
Julianne Elizabeth Rando §
Osmani Adolfo Rodriguez §
Dennis Edward Rolfes §§
Grant J. Shah §§
Trianna F. Skourides §§
Darian Malik Smith –
Jennifer Teague §
Caihong Wang –
Haoxiang Wang
Jiayi Xu –
Zerui Yan
Benjamin David Youkilis
Shan Zhou §§

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING ANALYTICS
Kyle Thompson Browne §§
James Daniel Haddad §§
Jiapeng Huang §§
Xinyang Li §§§
Zhengxing Lu §§

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Daniel Osei Agyapong
Andrea Lynne Albrecht
Gregory Anthony Aquino §
Alexander Aruguolo §§
Emilio Jose Avalos §§
Qing Cai
Samantha Castelino
Ty Chan §§
Le Chang §§
Emilia Chen
Adriana Valeria Choy Sampei
Yiyuan Cui §§
Cecily Jade Decorci
Navya Sampath Dhavasik §§
Tajae Romel Edwards
Yara Fayssal
Cayton Marie Fitzgerald
Marissa Lee Fontaine §§

ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTING ANALYTICS
BUSINESS ANALYTICS

ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTING ANALYTICS
BUSINESS ANALYTICS

ACCOUNTANCY
ACCOUNTING ANALYTICS
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

- Christian J. Abboud –
- Issah Abdul Rahman
- Pushkar Agrawal
- Juan Antonio Aguirre De Romana
- Raghad M. Ahmed
- Abdalaziz Fahad A. Almehbash §§
- Alexander Alvarado
- Elena Angeliu §§
- Matthew Joseph Ascolese
- Colby Bruce Augusta
- Mahienda Anil Bajpai §
- Lakshya Balasubramani
- Vishal Balwani §
- Abdul Aziz Bamba
- John Richard Bartle
- Jake Philip Bedell §§
- Sakina Yusuf Beguwala
- Josh Zachary Bertumen
- Palash Divyesh Bhatt
- Emily Rose Blythe
- Kellan M. Bochenek
- Daniel Michael Bond §§
- Elizabeth Noreen Bonnette
- Devon Granville Breen
- Andrew F. Brown §§
- Andrew Christopher Castro –
  - Christopher Anthony Cestone
- Peyton Marie Ceurevs
- Sandhan Chavva §§
- Joseph Robert Coscarella
- Cori Lee Cote
- Tucker E. Crowley
- Tyler John Currie
- Maria Alyssa Dean
- Ryan C. Dennehy –
- Jayesh Makandar Desai §
- Nurriza Ivana Diarbakerly
- Norayr Diloyan
- Caleb Warren Hooper Dorf §
- Elijah H. Dorf §§
- Stephanie Isabel Doyle
- Maximillian Paul Enos §§
- Amer Fakira
- Jack Leland Figgins
- Owen Lawrence Flibbert
- Austin Michael Flynn
- Nolan Adam Garside §§
- Daniel Ciro Giammanco
- Gennaro Giudullo –
- Brianna Lyn Gillen
- Aleshia Anita Green
- Ethan Neal Harrison
- Parth Devang Hemani
- Samantha Mae Hess –
  - Christopher Robin Hudson §§
- David Hunter §
- Saloni Jain
- Isabella Jamnaprasad
- Georges Joel Janvier
- Lasya Jasti
- Sanay Kitesh Jhaveri
- Daniel Jimenez
- Jelita Ann John
- Noah Tyler Jordan
- Matthew Aidan Keys
- Snehal Nilesh Khaire
- Edmond M. Kwan
- Kalp Parag Ladhani
- Tsu Erh Lee §§
- Ryan Patrick Lentol
- Junging Liu §§
- Neha Pankaj Makhija
- Anthony Joseph Malo
- Robert Lawrence Markus
- Gladis Lorena Martinez
- Joseph Anthony Maselli
- Antoine John Robert Meehan
- Simon Medina Parra
- Alexander Leonidas Milas
- Praniti Mirani §§
- Chirag Jayavant Mohite
- Jordan Alexis Morris
- Michael William Morse
- Artem Mukhambetov
- Ingrid Kathryn Murphy
- Gabriella Rose Novoa
- Andrew Francis O’Brien –
  - Arielle Ohyan
- Jacqueline Elizabeth Oliver
- Jose Enrique Ordaz Figueroa
- Ryan Patrick O’Toole
- Parth Sanjeevbhai Pachiesia §
- Nishit Minish Parikh
- Timothy James Picard
- Spencer J. Pokrant
- Andrew David Quagliaroli §
- Aishwarya AjaySingh Rathore
- Michael Jared Riina §§
- Caroline Mckenna Roberts
- Nicholas Antonio Sanzari
- Victoria Anita Sarkissian
- Chantal Sawan –
  - Carver Mark Scott
- Saloni Bindesh Shah
- Nishant Parag Sheth –
  - Gaurav Madhwaraj Shingre
- Priyank Sipani §
- Ryan Sledjeski
- Aditya Solomon
- Zihan Song §§
- Weixiang Sun §
- Brianna Lin Xian Supple
- Christopher John Surette
- Michael Anthony Swatt
- Yinpeng Tao
- Jake Ryan Tarentino §§
- William Joseph Teufel

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS RESEARCH

- Roman Kurdyukov §

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DIGITAL INNOVATION

- Jeffrey Aldeus §
- Sarabjot Sandhu §§

---

§ Conferred in September 2023
§§ Conferred in December 2023
§§§ Conferred in November 2022

~ To be conferred in August 2024
MARTIN OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING ANALYTICS
Sharlyze Patrizia Erianne Romano §§
Dayna Joelle Thibodeau

MARTIN OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION
Jessica Agolli
Shane Peter Carr
Yinyin Chen §§
Zoe Kathleen Chin
Matthew Charles Couthier §§
Liza Elaine Cunningham §§
Thomas William Devlin
Samantha Duong
Drew Ryan Edgecomb –
Matthew William Hansen §§
Lindsey Paige Kerrigan
Qiang Li
Jean Bruny Michaud
Samuel Parsons §
Nikol Pestov
Daniel Peters
Tracy Robson
LiUGINSA A. Rosa §
Michele Rosa –
Robert Codino Vose §
Carrie Yong §§

MARTIN OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Michaela Lynne Albert –
Aaron Alden §§
Cameron Michael Allaire §§
Anelise Allen
Maya Anderson –
Fabienne Emilie Andrade §
Daniela Isabel Arbona
Chahiti Mukesh Asarpota
Mirabel Oluwatoyin Aowinyi §
Rocco Sabun §§
Emily Barden
Alvyson Basso §§
Edward Joseph Beauregard
Danita Valencia Bell-Huggins §
Kamronjuha Phopariphat Benham §
Ryan Anthony Berardino
Quinn Alexander Bittinger-Esser
Matthew Bloch §
Jessica Ilana Blucher
Timothy John Boardman
Kelly Johnson Bohannon
Archie Peter Bolgar
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Borski
Michael Anthony Boyd
Lindsey Bauer Brooks §
Lily Buhler –
Kathy Lam Bui –
Paul James Bushey §
Angela Marie Caggiano
Monica Rose Caggiano §
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Cameron §
Sarah Campbell
Declan Carbery §
Molly Caron §
Jonathan Caruana
Eriin Casey –
Ana Maria Cetina
Donna Chan –
Abhijit Chandrasekhar
Ethan Joseph Clabaugh
Bridge Rose Clark §§
Angie Clarke –
Eleni Cobi §
Stephen Charles Cocce –
David Joseph Cole –
Olga Colo §§
Danielle Elizabeth Coskren
Christina Costa
Caroline Ann Crowley
Kimberly Curtain §§
Jeena Mohamed Dansingani
Lucas Emerson DeBettencourt §§
Cindy Rose DeGrave §§
Charles DeMarco
John Eusebio Desteifanos §
Hami Dinh
Eric Quail DiPaolo
Hannah Linnea Donnellan –
James S. Driscoll
Remy Joseph Dumont
Leigh-An Margert Durant §
Kyle Thomas Durr
Julia Frances Earley
Jami Lynn Eddy
Tajae Romel Edwards
Thomas Edwin Egbers §
Jillian Sarah Egitis
Gael Adolphe Eliaclin
Chantel Renee English
Corinne Michelle Fairweather §
Julia Brooks Farry
Hilary Faust §§
Nadim Faysal
Yara Faysal
Alexis Ferrari §§
Abigail Morgann Fischer
Thomas Joseph Fisher §§
James Fitzhenry §§
Ariella Simone Fleysher §§
Allyson Foley §§
Alison Franklin §
Brett Jacob Friedman
Alysse Nicole Gaeta
Sydney Rose Gallo –
Brandon Gee §§
Joshua Ryan Gilpatrick §§
Eriin Marie Giron
Jonathan Gorski §
Matthew Grenier §§
Noah Gerald Gross
Adriena Lucia Guzelian –
Taline Guzelian
Brendan Scott Hamblet
Samantha Margaret Hammell §§
Garrett M. Hammer
Ina Harten §
Brian Heredia-Tovar
Andrea Caroline Hernandez §
Ryan Thomas Hewitt §
Jeffrey Higgins §§
Blake Hill
Tyler Williston Holbert-Catania §
Wendy Hori –
Maria H. Huang §§
Gerald Fritzbert Iralien §
Meili Jin §§
Badele Jocelyn –
David Johnson
Anna Elizabeth Jones
Shilpa Kamineni –
Connor Kane
Meghan Kelly Dalton §
Angela Kigathi –
Alorra Lee Kingston
Zachary Clark Kinton §
Athena Marie Kordis –
Anthony John Kousmanidis §
S. Nicholas Kriketos §
Lachlan Michael Lacoeste –
Michael Joseph Lambert §
Benjamin Lannin §
Zakary LaRoche –
Tessa Lau –
Angela Beth Lavoie §
Christopher Raymond LeClair
Shirley Lee –
Matthew Leritz §§
Samantha Levine-Neudel §
Yulin Li §§
Josephine Liang –
Rui Zu Liang
Victoria Lin §§
Brian Stanley Lindberg –
Lina Liu –
Amanda Margaret Lord –
Bridget Louise Maher
Declan Michael Maloney §
Rohit Vijay Mangtani
Joseph Michael Marandola §
Thomas James Masters §
Jenna Lynn Mastrocola §§
Alexandria Cymonne Matos –
Nicholas Maumus
Gillian L. McCafferty –
Sarah McEwen –
Antoine John Robert Meehan
Megan Leigh Merlo §
Evangelos Messaris §
Robin Milnes –
Sirish Modhagala
Selam Mola
Nicholas Monopoli §
Sabra Rose Morano §
Andrew Paul Morse §
Aung Khant Myat §§
Lynn Mathieu Nelson –
Jaclyn Helena Nicholson
Brendan O’Connor –
Sarah Beth O’Day §
Shivam Ohri
Bianca Joanne Ouellette
Joseph Owayda
Jose Javier Pagan Lilley §
Sandra Joyce Paguio
Avery Palfardy §
Vincent Michael Palladino
Camila Eva Panufnik §
Pritika Arvind Patel –
Shreya Patel §§
Cedonne Petion –
Laura Caroline Kubulis Petitti §
Thomas Pham §§
Nerlade Philius §§
Anthony Phillips §
David Dylan Pitera
Anthony Martin Prata §§
Antony Rohith Puthotta
Ian Michael Quinn
Aaron-Edward Bruce Racki
Nina Rahgozar
Shamini Rajendran
Mirjana Rasic
Mahakalshmi Ramesh
Benjamin Arthur Ranicar §§
Bailey Beth Reagan §
Casper Reske-Nielsen –
Celi Fleming Riccio
Sarah Lynne Richmond
James Ridge
Jaime Riggs –
Victoria Riley
Megan Elizabeth Rogers §§
Nico Heidi Romangsuriat
Michael Rosin §
Dennis Ross
Erisjena Rupilli
Jennifer Ann Sabbagh §
Franoy Saji
Isaac Nana Osae Sakyi Djan §§
Rodgelo C. Santanta
Shashank Shekhar Sarangi
Monika Gisela Schneider
Liam Patrick Sears §
Jainy Gaurav Shah –
Rahi Nimesh Shah §§
Connor James Sheelhan §§
Bei Shen §§
Aynide J. Shepherd §
Sara Sierra –
Elizabeth Sigl –
Kristen Skiles §
Darryl Rodman Smith
Louis Alexander Smith
Anthony Spencer
Kathleen Elizabeth Splaine
Jackson Stannard §
Catherine Stephens §
Suha Syed
Patrick Taing §§
Lillian Rose Talesnick §
Matthew Thomson
Stephanie Anne Tilley §§
Jessica Morley Trahan §§
Ashley Tran §
Tiffany Aryn Tropp §§
Melissa Vallucci –
Shirley Van
Christopher Joseph Varone §
Tajon Vassar
Sofia Vega
Nevedtha Venkataraman
Jake Presley Violette
Lucas Gerald Vorbe
Mark Charles Waid §§
Yara Wehbe §§
Aron Weiner –
Rachael Lily Weiss
Devin S. Wendel §
Cory Anthony Williams –
Makaila Nichelle Williams
Joseph Gerard Winkelmann –
Kamika Wint §
Jocelyne Winter –
Julia Marie Wisniewski
Shanika Sannakay Wright §
Derya Yavuz §§
Zachary Alan Zdimal §
Yuan Zhou §§
Daniel R. Zica
Maria Elena Zugravu §
Juan David Zuniga Medina
Timothy Norman Zupkus

McCALLUM GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS HONORS

DISTinction

Pushkar Agrawal
Juan Antonio Aguirre De Romana
Daniel Osei Agyapong
Gregory Anthony Aquino
Chahiti Mukesh Asarpota
Rocco Babun
Lakshay Balasubramani
Juliana Balladares
Steven R. Baturin
Edward Joseph Beauregard
Sakina Yusuf Beguwalal
Kamonruja Phopariphat Benham
Emily Rose Blythe
Kellan M. Bochenek
Kelly Johnson Bohannon
Archie Peter Bolgar
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Borski
Michael Anthony Boyd
Lindsey Bauer Brooks
Sarah Michelle Brown
Kyle Thompson Browne
Paul James Bushey
Monica Rose Caggiano
Qing Cai
Sarah Campbell
Ana Maria Cetina
Adriana Valeria Choy Sampei
Nok Wan Chu
Ethan Joseph Clabaugh
Cori Lee Cote
Tylor John Currie
Jeena Mohan Dansingani
Hami Dinh
Lauren Thy Doan
Caleb Warren Hooper Dorf
James S. Driscoll
Remy Joseph Dumont
Kyle Thomas Durr
Julia Frances Earley
Tajae Romel Edwards
Jillian Sarah Egllitis
Nicholas Frank Faber
Julia Brooks Farrey
Alexis Ferraro
Thomas Joseph Fisher
Owen Lawrence Flibbert
Zhen Fu
Brandon Gee
Joshua Ryan Gilpatrick

High Distinction

Diana Glozman
Dhruv Gupta
Garrett M. Hammer
Ina Harten
Parth Devang Hemani
Ryan Thomas Hewitt
Jeffrey Higgins
Kejing Hu
Maria H. Huang
Christopher Robin Hudson
David Hunter
Ngan Tu Huynh
Jessica B. Iannuzzi
Sanay Kitesh Jhaveri
Matthew Jillett
Anna Elizabeth Jones
Connor Kane
Chinmooyee Karmakar
Meghan Kelly Dalton
Timothy Michael Kelly
Lindsey Paige Kerrigan
Snehal Nilesh Khaire
Amy Genevieve Knueven
Roman Kurdyukov
Tessa Lau
Lauren Alexis LeBlanc
Ryan Patrick Lentol
Qiang Li
Yihao Li
Zhengxing Lu
Allison M. Lucca
Zachary Maquiot
Robert Lawrence Markus
Jenna Lynn Mastrocola
Jomy Rose Meenaiparambil Joychan
Alexander Leonidas Milas
Franiti Mirari
Harry Benjamin Morgan
Michael William Morse
Ingrid Kathryn Murphy
Anet Nambi Nantongo
Michelle Nguyen
Ria Ketan Nisar
Sarah Beth O’Day
Arielle Ohayon
Ryan Patrick O’Toole
Bianca Joanne Ouellette
Joseph Owayda

Distinction
3.6 GPA out of a possible 4.0

High Distinction
3.8 GPA out of a possible 4.0


HIGH DISTINCTION

Jessica Agolli
Andrea Lynne Albrecht
Cameron Michael Allaire
Daniela Isabel Arbona
Alexander Arguello
Matthew Joseph Ascolese
Emilio Jose Avalos
Mahiema Anil Baajpai
Abdul Aziz Bamba
Georgia Bambach
Emily Barden
John Richard Bartle
Alyson Basso
Aditya Bharadwaj Karthik
Palash Divyesh Bhatt
Shruti Sunil Bhave
Matthew Bloch
Timothy John Boardman
Kelly Elise Bolin
Elizabeth Noreen Bonnette
Allison Brustowicz
Declan Carbery
Molly Caron
Shane Peter Carr
Jonathan Caruana
Samantha Castelino
Christopher Anthony Cestone
Abhijit Chandrasekhar
Le Chang
Yinyin Chen
Zoe Kathleen Chin
Sanghmitra Choudhary
Eleni Cobi

Anne Collins
Anna Quynh Luu
Neha Pankaj Makhiya
Joseph Michael Marandola
Joseph Anthony Maselli
Thomas James Masters
Nicholas Maumus
Bruno Maya
Ryan Peter McBride
Simon Medina Parra
Antoine John Robert Meehan
Megan Leigh Merlo
Evangelos Messaris
Jean Bruny Michaud
Rishika Mini Thulasi
Andrew Paul Morse
Artem Mukhambetov
Jaclyn Helena Nicholson
Shivam Ohri
Hiley Ann Olsen
Jose Enrique Ordaz Figueroa
Avery Palardy
Krisha Ameet Panchal

James Daniel Haddad
Samantha Margaret Hammell
Ethan Neil Harrison
Benjamin Ronald Hellen
Andrea Caroline Hernandez
Blake Hill
Tyler Williston Holbert-Catania
Elizabeth Holland
Esther Virginia Hugenberger
Saloni Jain
Jelita Ann John
Noah Tyler Jordan
Akkasit Khongtong
Jiwon Kim
Alorra Lee Kingston
Zachary Clark Kinton
Kalp Parag Ladhani
Benjamin Lannin
Angela Beth Lavoie
Matthew Leritz
Samanta Levine-Neudel
Alyssa Carrie Ligotti
Victoria Lin
Samanta Grace Lindsay
Junqing Liu
Matthew Joseph Lorkiewicz

Camilla Eva Panufnik
Nishit Minish Parikh
Samuel Parsons
Daniel Peters
Spencer J. Pokrant
Kennou Denna Premprey
Antony Rohith Puthotta
Julianne Elizabeth Rando
Benjamin Arthur Ranicar
Bailey Beth Reagan
Ceili Fleming Riccio
Alicia Fernanda Rodriguez Taboada
Megan Elizabeth Rogers
Dennis Edward Rolfs
Nicolle Heidi Romangsiurut
Michael Rosin
Erisjena Rruplli
Pranoy Saji
Shashank Shekhar Sarangi
Ritika Saxena
Monika Gisela Schneider
Nirva Shah
Rahi Nimesh Shah
Ji Eun Shim
Gaurav Madhwraj Shingre
Amir Reza Shoraka
Priyank Sipani
Louis Alexander Smith
Elimarys Soto
Anthony Spencer
Jackson Stannard
Catherine Stephens
Lillian Rose Talesnic
Yingpeng Tao
Jake Ryan Tarentino
Dayna Joelle Thibodeau
Adam Thomas-Frost
Nicci Linh Hieu Van
Tiffany Win
Megan Elizabeth Winslow
Sydney Wittstein
Derya Yavuz
Ksenia Zagorskaya
Bahareh Zahirolifard
Daniel R. Zica
Miles Alexander Zitnay
HONOR SOCIETIES

BETA ALPHA PSI
National honor society, founded in 1919
Jake Fritz

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
National honor society for collegiate schools of business, founded in 1913
Mahiema Baajpai  Jiwon Kim
Allison Brustowicz  Zachary Kinton
Molly Caron  Kalp Ladhani
Jonathan Caruana  Angela Lavoie
Erin Casey  Matthew Lorkiewicz
Daivd Cole  Neha Makhija
Yiyuan Cui  Joseph Maselli
Liza Cunningham  Artem Mukhambetov
Kimberly Curtin  Jaclyn Nicholson
Samantha Duong  Hiley Olsen
Leigh-Ann Durant  Celii Riccio
Corrine Fairweather  Erisjena Rruplli
Yara Fayssal  Shashank Sarangi
Alyssa Gaeta  Gaurav Shingre
Sydney Gallo  Darian Smith
Andrea Hernandez  Anthony Spencer
Blake Hill  Adam Thomas-Frost
Tyler Holbert-Catania  Bahareh Zahirodini

SPECIAL RECOGNITION

PROFESSOR E. WILLIAM DANDES AWARD FOR GRADUATE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Mahiema Anil Baajpai
Abdul Aziz Bamba
Yiyuan Cui
Samantha Duong
Jack Leland Figgins
Samantha Patricia Ford
Erin Marie Giron
Celii Fleming Riccio
Dayna Joelle Thibodeau

FACULTY AWARDS

GREGORY H. ADAMIAN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Iris Berdrow, Professor of Management and MBA Program Director
Darrell Penta, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Experience Design

JOSEPH M. CRONIN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMIC ADVISING AND MENTORING
Steve Wasserman, Senior Lecturer of Finance

BENTLEY UNIVERSITY AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SCHOLARLY CONTRIBUTION
Savannah Adkins, Lecturer of Economics
Haijing Hao, Associate Professor of Computer Information Systems
Marco Marabelli, Professor of Computer Information Systems and Associate Director of the Hoffman Center for Business Ethics
Ari Yezegel, Associate Professor of Accounting
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
J. Paul Condrin III ’83, P ’19 ’22, Chair
David L. Giunta ’87, Vice Chair
E. LaBrent Chrite, PhD, President
Robert E. Alan ’91
Thomas P. Alber ’82, P ’12
Pauline Callender Han ’91
Stephen L. DelVecchio ’81, P ’07 ’11
Vaneesha Dutra, PhD
Joyce J. Elam, PhD
Dan Farley, MBA ’95
Melanie Foley, MBA ’02

TRUSTEES EMERITI
Robert R. Anderson ’59
Kevin F. Armata ’78, P ’19
Robert P. Badavas ’74
Bernard Cammarata
J. Terence Carleton ’77, P ’09
George Carmany III
Kenneth B. Colburn
John T. Collins ’69, P ’02
William F. Craig, P ’93
Cynthia M. Deysher, MSF ’87
George J. Fantini Jr. ’64
William C. Freda ’74
Richard A. Gnospelius ’59
Lawrence Green
Gail H. Hadley ’79
Tanya N. Hairston-Whitner ’95
Andrew J. Hajducky III ’76

CABINET MEMBERS
George Cangiano, PHR
Vice President and
Chief Human Resources Officer
Guilherme Costa, JD
Vice President, General Counsel and
Secretary of the Corporation
Sean O. Ferguson, EdD
Vice President for Strategy and
Innovation
Carolina Figueroa, MS
Vice President for Enrollment
Management
Maureen Forrester
Vice President for Administration
and Finance and CFO/Treasurer
Chris Grugan
Vice President for University
Advancement
Elizabeth Hess, MEd
Vice President and
Chief Information Officer
Christopher J. Joyce
Vice President for Marketing
and Communications
Amanda N. King, MEM
Chief of Staff
Rick Oches, PhD
Dean of Arts and Sciences
Katie Penn ’96, PhD
Vice President and Chief Diversity
and Inclusion Officer
Sanjay Putrevu, PhD
Dean of Business
J. Andrew Shepardson, PhD
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students
Paul Tesluk, PhD
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

Bentley University is more than just one of the nation’s top business schools. It is a lifelong learning community that creates successful leaders who make business a force for positive change. With a combination of business and the arts and sciences and a flexible, personalized approach to education, Bentley provides students with critical thinking and practical skills that prepare them to lead successful, rewarding careers. Founded in 1917, the university enrolls 4,100 undergraduate and 1,000 graduate and PhD students and is set on 163 acres in Waltham, Massachusetts, 10 miles west of Boston. For more information, visit bentley.edu.